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About This Content

The diminutive Class 2F Dock Tank is here for Train Simulator, developed by MeshTools.

The 0-6-0T short wheelbase tank engine was designed by Sir Henry Fowler for the London, Midland and Scottish Railway
(LMS) who were responsible for operating lines on a number of docks. The short wheelbase of the locomotive made them an

ideal candidate to traverse the sharp curves found on these docks, something other tank engines could not able do.

Only 10 of the Class were built between 1928 and 1929 at the Derby Works and their design was typical of other dock tanks,
although unusually they incorporated outside cylinders. The Class saw service after nationalisation and some were allocated to

Scottish depots, where they operated on branch lines as well as docks. However, withdrawals began in 1959 and by 1964 all had
been removed from service.

The Class 2F Dock Tank for Train Simulator, developed by MeshTools, is available in a number of BR and LMS liveries, and
features notched reverser with reverser catch, realistic steam brake and reverser dynamics, dynamic smoke and steam effects,

exterior animations and animated brake rigging. Also included are a variety of freight wagons.

The locomotive is also Quick Drive compatible, giving you the freedom to drive the Class 2F Dock Tank on any Quick Drive
enabled route for Train Simulator, such as those available through Steam. Also included are scenarios specifically for the

Falmouth Branch route (available separately and required to play these scenarios).

Scenarios
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Three scenarios for the Falmouth Branch route:

The Last Haul

Truro Falmouth Freight

You Can Smell the Fish

More scenarios are available on Steam Workshop online and in-game. Train Simulator’s Steam Workshop scenarios are free and
easy to download, adding many more hours of exciting gameplay. With scenarios being added daily, why don’t you check it out

now!

Click here for Steam Workshop scenarios.

Key Features

Class 2F Dock Tank in LMS and BR liveries

Notched reverser with reverser catch

Realistic steam brake

Realistic reverser dynamics

Dynamic smoke and steam effects

Exterior animations

Animated brake rigging

BR freight wagons

Quick drive compatible

Scenarios for the Falmouth Branch route
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Title: Train Simulator: Class 2F Dock Tank Loco Add-On
Genre: Simulation
Developer:
MeshTools
Publisher:
Dovetail Games - Trains
Franchise:
Train Simulator
Release Date: 10 Jul, 2014

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS:Windows® Vista / 7 / 8

Processor:Processor: 2.8 GHz Core 2 Duo (3.2 GHz Core 2 Duo recommended), AMD Athlon MP (multiprocessor variant or
comparable processors)

Memory:2 GB RAM

Graphics:512 MB with Pixel Shader 3.0 (AGP PCIe only)

DirectX®:9.0c

Hard Drive:6 GB HD space

Sound:Direct X 9.0c compatible

Other Requirements:Broadband Internet connection

Additional:Quicktime Player is required for playing the videos
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Not sure about this one...didn't play too long, really made me sick. Not sure what the buying thing was all about. The graphics
were ok but not much gameplay. Mostly just yanking head around.. This game has a lot of replay value. It's the first game I
played on steam and I still go back to it often to try and fill out all the achievements. The little strategic goblin battle things get
increasingly more difficult and it can be frustrating trying to play through them, but they're definitely possible and they force
you to think outside of the box which is p cool. It's ok if you skip though a few of them the first time around, because you'll
defintely want to go back and replay it. Nice, easy play for when you're looking to waste time.. I actually really like this game. I
don't know what other reviewers are talking about... Controls are responsive, sound is great, and the gameplay feels exactly like
a NES or Sega. It's really hard (but that's how old games were!!). It has a full screen option if you don't like playing in a window,
and it just uses your monitor's native resolution and recreates the pixel graphics. Looks great, plays great... I would pay for this
if it wasn't free in a giveaway!. This is literally the best competitive game that has ever been created.. An amazing shmup. I
highly recommend it!
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Excellent quality for the price. Absolutley brutal and sustained combat in this dlc. Still have not finished the first turn of the 23
turn campaign and have put in like 15 hours already. The fortifications west of novo alexandrovkiy with the barbed wire, the pre
existing trenches with supporting fields of fire, the concrete pillboxes are great fun and the addition of panzernests adds some
new spice for infantry. Hope to see more fortifications and earthworks in the future. Amazing job as usual by Graviteam..
Boring and tedius followed by more of the same.. Good throwback to the original. Terrible game. The dialogue is awful and
overall gameplay was boring. As a fan of platformers, I was highly disappointed. Just wasn't worth the money (even on sale)..
I'm torn on whether or not i can recommend this game.

Pros:
- Cheap, and good for a few hours of entertainment.
- Interesting use of gaze controls.

Cons:
- Puzzles so far are way to simple.
- The bouncing chair levels are horrible, they should be taken out.
- No real use of TMCs.

I expected more from this title and was disappointed to learn that it does not actually use the tracked motion controllers (you
only need to ability to tap a button) but rather uses your gaze to control the world. While this is implemented well, it is too
simple a mechanism for great puzzles and really doesn't take advantage of what VR can do.

At this point I have only completed "episode 1" and the audition (tutorial?). The puzzles are very simple, so I am hoping that
they will increase in difficulty as the game progresses.
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